Website Software Administration

Custom Grocery

The Delivery Process

Once an order is placed you will receive it in your administrative site instantly. Our system was built to make the back-end
shopping and delivery processes as efficient as possible. Since our company has experience in the grocery shopping and
delivery business, we built the tools and features we know are important and necessary to operate efficiently and
flawlessly. Every function on the administrative site is easy to use and can be learned in less than an hour. We built an
expansible system so companies can grow to multiple locations with ease --- this meant making the system easy to learn
and easy to train people to use. We think you’ll find the admin site is quite user friendly and offers all the functionality
you’ll need to run and grow your business. Below you will find several screenshots detailing the basic delivery process
using our admin.

Here is the main administrative screen you see once
you log in. The admin site is secure and requires a
username and password to log in --- we also offer the
ability to setup security levels; where managers, drivers,
and shoppers have access to different parts of the
admin.

Main Admin Page

Getting to your delivery schedule is only a click away.
Once you choose the date for your delivery schedule,
you can print out a list of the entire schedule. From this
list you can also view orders individually and print
receipts for each order.
Everything follows a simple plan that allows preparing
for 10 or more orders in a day to be done in less than 5
minutes.

Individual Order Page
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Shopping lists are automatically compiled for each
delivery date and can be printed with the click of a
button. The shopping list includes the quantity of the
product, the specific size, the price it should cost to
purchase, and a box to be checked out during
shopping. Our shopping lists can be adjusted based
on the aisles in the store you shop so it follows a
logical shopping pattern within your specific grocery
store.

Shopping List Admin Screen and Printout

Once make your deliveries, you can return to the
admin site and record the order subtotal, tip, and
adjusted total on the delivery schedule screen.
Simply enter the totals in and click “submit” and your
orders will automatically be totaled in the order report.
Again, this process takes less than five minutes and
will provide you with real-time revenue and product
reports.

Delivery Schedule Admin Page

Our real-time reporting system keeps your books up
to date with the actual revenues you are bringing in
on any date. Once you submit your totals in the
delivery schedule you can see the live running total in
the order report. You can choose any date range --allowing for daily, weekly, monthly, and annual
reports. We also supply you with a number of other
reports to help with your business decisions.

Order Report Date Entry Area

